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t Atlas, we’re dedicated to making your relocation
easy and worry-free which is why we are the only
carrier to offer you the unrestricted self-haul advantage.
Atlas allows one agent to manage all phases of your
relocation, from packing and loading at origin to
unloading and unpacking at destination. One Atlas
Agent manages the entire process regardless of your
shipment’s weight, the distance it travels, its origin or
destination. This means you get continuity and ease of
communication with a single, reliable point of contact
throughout your entire relocation.

A

Offering service enhancement
for your company.
The Atlas unrestricted right of self-pack and self-haul
allows one Atlas Agent to orchestrate a smooth process
that follows your relocation policy to the letter.
During the entire relocation, you communicate with
one agent who works diligently to meet your every
need. With fewer people involved, the process is
streamlined. Simply put, your Atlas Agent is responsible
for managing your relocation from beginning to end.

Bringing you added assurance of quality.
Atlas’ self-haul policy means exceptional service for you
and your relocating employees. Your Atlas Agent takes
full responsibility for your satisfaction. This built-in

accountability helps ensure you get the quality you
expect. Atlas is the only carrier in the industry to give
its agents this much latitude in overseeing all aspects of
your service needs. For an added assurance of quality,
choose the Atlas self-haul advantage.

The Atlas self-haul advantage
means your Atlas Agent takes
total responsibility for your
satisfaction. From start to finish,
your Atlas Agent makes sure
you get superior service for a
worry-free relocation.
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